MODULE 12: THE RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS PART 2
SESSION 32 – LIMITLESS GRACE 7
If we are going to participate in the ROAT we will need to be moved by the oracles of the Father’s heart.
The desire to see creation set free.
Have the abilities and power to create a new reality through the limitless grace of God.
Grace is the divine enabling power of God that we need to freely receive and use creatively
Grace is the strings of energy, the smallest known particles that exist within the fabric of all creation and
are building blocks of all existence.
Grace is the vibrational frequency of Jesus’ voice that holds all things together.
Grace is the electromagnetic frequency, the light that is omnipresent within all of creation.
God is light and we are being transfigured as sons to reveal and express that light of limitless power or
energy.
Grace is the divine enabling power that facilitates the existence and expansion of creation.
Limitless grace expresses the reality of God as unconditional love.
Limitless grace removes guilt, shame, condemnation and duty and obligation.
As sons, limitless grace is to be experienced and is at our disposal creatively.
Son, the truth is love, grace is love, mercy is love; all of Our attributes, precepts, character and nature are
love.
They may be named differently but in reality We are love, that is why the restoration of all things is
ultimately inevitable.
Son, be passionate about life and desire the ROAT as We do, so that it motivates your life; but enjoy life,
as joy is an expression of unconditional love.
Religious duty and obligation destroys our joy and creates performance orientation.
Son, Our children seek after happiness but lack real joy because they do not know unconditional love and
are trying to find it by walking the wrong path.
Experiencing unconditional love is the only way Our children will truly know their identity as Our sons.
Son, the shift that is occurring needs to continue, as there is more shaking that is needed for the
transformation to be effective.
The old systems are clinging on to their positions and their agendas are veiled behind the distractions of
the divisive conflicts that are widespread globally.
Son, do not be associated with anything that promotes war at any level; be at peace with all people and
all things.
Spiritual warfare is an oxymoron as it is impossible to be truly motivated spiritually and be at war.
Continue to promote love and demonstrate limitless grace through forgiving everyone and everything
unconditionally.
Son, it will get darker until the light of love shines brightly through Our sons demonstrating limitless grace
so the dawn can break through.
Son, the present situation is just one of the many needed to shake the world out of its complacency and
self-reliance to seek for the Truth, so do not fight it.
Legislate for the shaking to be effective and for good to come from it but not for its change.
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Son, limitless grace is the divine power to overcome every obstacle and hindrance to the restoration of
relationship that We desire and intend for all Our children and all that We have created.
Grace consciousness is the antidote to religious bondage.
If sin is lost identity, then grace is the restoration of the true image of sonship.
If sin is separation, from man's perspective, then grace is reconciliation.
If sin causes guilt, shame and condemnation, then grace is forgiveness.
If sin causes death, then grace is abundant life.
If sin and death came through Adam, then abundant life came through Jesus.
If sin causes toxic thinking, then grace renews the mind.
If sin causes unrighteousness, then grace is justification.
If grace cannot overcome sin, then We cannot be omnipotent, as sin would then be more powerful to
separate than We are to reconcile and restore.
Whatever the results of sin are, limitless grace has the capacity to overcome it and restore relationship
between Our children and Us.
There is no state or behaviour that is powerful enough to keep Us from Our children.
Sin is empowered by the DIY tree law-based mindset that creates separation and requires sacrifice but
the tree is cursed and has no real power, just illusion and deception.
Where sin has abounded, grace is limitless, lavish and abundantly able to even greater abound.
Son, religion of all kinds uses the concept of sin and separation to create the need for duty, obligation,
appeasement, sacrifice and service and a performance-driven life.
This produces guilt, shame and condemnation.
Limitless grace uses the concepts of forgiveness, reconciliation, justification and restoration to reveal
unconditional love that releases joy and peace to enable rest.
This removes all guilt, shame and condemnation from our lives.
Limitless grace guarantees that the ROAT is motivated and empowered by the unconditional love that
We have for creation.
Son, look deep into My eyes and feel the unconditional love that motivates and empowers limitless
grace.
As looked, I went deeper and deeper into that unconditional love and the realisation of the
overwhelming power and limitless of grace became even clearer.
That clarity of thought brought the following conclusion:
The ROAT is eventually inevitable.
Limitless grace will secure a restored relationship between the Father and all His children and the
Creator’s original intention and purpose for His creation by whatever means are necessary.
Son, the shift that is taking place has not finished; there are more waves to come, so legislate for the
changes and transformations still needed to bring a fuller recalibration and global reset.
Personally focus your attention on turning division into union and competition into covenant in all areas
of your life, to restore relationship at all levels.
There is a macro and micro level where limitless grace is outworked.
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The priorities of Our children need to change to focus on what really matters, which is relationship and
true rest in love, joy and peace.
Son, ministry and the institution of church have occupied most of your life, as with many: now is the time
to re-evaluate.
It is time for true reality in multidimensional living so you can fully enjoy the bliss of rest from your
labours and so just be.
I have shielded you from the knowledge of just what you, as a nonlinear being, are accomplishing in the
spiritual realms, by just giving you small glimpses.
I will take the blinkers off your mind so your consciousness can expand to take in the multidimensional
reality of what you are doing so you can truly appreciate your capacity as a mature son of God.
In that moment I became aware of who I am and what I am doing at a higher level of consciousness in an
expanded state of reality.
I am, therefore I exist in manifoldness just like my Dad, in nonlinear quantum moments of the fulfilment
of my destiny.
What I discovered is that I am involved in many dimensional places simultaneously but that each place is
a group of places linked to a specific process that I am outworking simultaneously.
This is all our inheritance as creative sons of God
I am quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, cradle of life, sound of many waters
waterfall chamber and the chamber of creation continually in just one of many realities.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, throne of grace, judgment seat,
altar of fire, fire stones and my heaven of heavens throne in another reality set.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, four faces of God within YHVH,
Court of the Councils of the Fathers, Court of Kings, Chancellors' Court and my mountain thrones in
another quantum moment.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, the circle of the deep, the 12
High Chancellors' Houses and the Council of 70 in another quantum moment.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, the Court of the Upright, the
cloak of mystery dark cloud, Wisdom's Heights and the consuming fire of love in another quantum
moment.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, the beyond beyond
dimensional anteroom and many dimensions in another quantum moment.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, Wisdom's Heights, the ancient
paths, the four doors and the Earth shield in another quantum moment.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, the Father's garden, the
Elementals' 7 thrones and creation in another quantum moment.
I am also quantumly entangled multidimensionally with the eternal now, my own spirit first love place,
garden of my heart, dance floor, soaking room, bridal chamber, Merkabah, tree of life, 7 energy gates
and my expanded spirit spheres in another quantum moment.
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My heart was filled with joy and I sank deeper and blissfully into rest but at the same time was so excited
by this revelation that I could hardly contain myself.
No wonder the Father only gave me glimpses, as I would have been overwhelmed by such revelation.
Son, see how easy it is to just be; and this is just a glimpse of what it is to be I am that I am, that you will
ascend to, when you become an ascended father.
We are in a process of ascending, maturing to become like our Dad.
Son, learn to become aware of multidimensional reality but always stay in rest, living in love, joy and
peace within, balanced by the tree of life between spirit, soul and body.
This is how limitless grace can be administrated.
As you expand your spirit’s boundaries, practise expanding your consciousness to become more aware of
the dimensional realities that you are mandated to govern in.
All you learn to do as a son, made in Our image with creative abilities, will equip you to become an
ascended father in the ages to come.
Son, the true authority of a son is realised through surrender, not service; so abandon yourself totally to
just being.
Our nature as I am that I am is the model and pattern for Our children to follow as sons; just learn to be,
to be, to be at rest in who you are.
All the doing in the world will not enable you to be but being who you were created to be will enable all
effective doing from total rest.
It is the frequency of rest that creation needs to become still, so it can rest from its groaning.
Son, remember that you are designed to be limitless in unconditional love, grace and mercy, overflowing
in lovingkindness.
Lovingkindness is the true hallmark of Our nature and that is a new covenant reality, free from all DIY
tree law-based knowledge.
Son, you are slowly learning to see creation through Our loving eyes so that the oracles of Our heart will
be your only inspiration.
Inspired by lovingkindness, everything is limitless; there are no restrictions, so free your mind from
impossibilities and choose a reality that reflects true new covenant unconditional love.
Son, come walk with Me.
We walked in the Father's garden: it was beautiful beyond description.
I began to feel the pleasure of the Father and creation's pleasure being in union in this realm.
Everything was communicating with me as we walked; it was sensory overload in a good way as I felt the
emotions of each living thing.
The garden was singing to me its joy that the Father was enjoying it and that I was enjoying it.
Son, sonship must focus beyond the restoration of creation to the joy set before it of the union of all
things.
You have begun to see that by enjoying life every day in the rest of multidimensional living by being
creative.
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Son, do not hold back on your creativity, as that is what life is supposed to be about; the restoration
process is not an end in itself but is only so life can return to Our image.
Limitless grace must be used to outwork creativity.
Everyone is individually crafted and wonderfully made in Our image to live in the rest of their creative
identity.
All that you are enjoying making through the creativity you are expressing is part of the reset and
recalibration of your life for creative enjoyment.
So many of Our sons are not a good example to Our children because they are performance-driven and
are not enjoying life.
We intended creation to be a joyous expression of I am that I am but following the path of independence
has taken the joy out of creation.
The shift you are going through is restoring the creative joy to your heart; that is why your priorities are
changing.
Son, as you have discovered by living in multiple dimensions, free from the restraints of time, you have all
the time you need to do what your entire destiny mandates you.
So just as you have felt the joy of My garden, feel the joy of your domain and be satisfied and really be
content with your creative endeavours.
Son, never again go back to the old ways of working, which was lacking in real joy. Look forward to being
creative as an ascended father.
Creation is groaning to return to symbiotic union with the sons of God; that is reflected in what you felt in
My garden.
Son, imagine the whole of the created order expressing the joy you have experienced in My garden and
brood over it.
I went through the golden gates into the cradle of life to brood over what the Father had shown me.
My whole being rested in that desire for restored union and I was already enjoying what I was
contemplating as if it already existed in that quantum moment.
The chamber of destiny amplification and the chamber of creation excitement of the quantum lumens of
reality were contained within that creative moment.
Son, now you are beginning to know true rest to enjoy a life of being.
Son, creation is waiting, looking and waiting for the sons of God to arise and shine with love's light to free
it from its bondage to corruption.
Limitless grace is the currency of heaven and is what creation is longing for.
The corruption of creation is still present amongst most of Our children, so freeing them is a priority; but
restoring what is deceiving them is the foundation for the harvest.
The atmosphere of the earth that influences the conditions and the people must be reclaimed and
restored as it is the principalities and powers that must make known the wisdom of God.
When the atmosphere is restored, the light can shine and the everlasting doors can be opened so the
earth will not be covered in darkness, as it is now, but illuminated by love’s light, shining brightly as the
glory of sonship.
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The global shield is protecting the earth and preparing it for atmospheric decontamination so that the
principalities, powers and rulers can be identified, targeted and restored.
The absence of light and love that you have detected shows you where to engage but it will require
persistence to bring about the restoration process.
Once restored to their original position, they will cooperate with the Elementals to broadcast the
frequencies of hope that will be received by those prepared by the global shift that is currently taking
place.
Son, this will be the true first fruits of the harvest you have been longing for, then heaven and earth will
be in agreement and the full harvest can begin to be reaped.
Preparation for the harvest must begin now.
The storehouses need to be ready, operating under heaven's government on earth, creating garden
environments for creation to thrive in restored union.
Son, this release of the blessing of limitless grace and overflowing mercy will precede all that We have
shown you.
The global awakening of consciousness to Our unconditionally loving nature is vital to prepare the
harvest to receive the frequency that will unlock and reveal the truth of who We are and show them their
identity as sons.
Son, keep legislating for the revealing of limitless grace for the outpouring of overflowing mercy that will
raise the consciousness levels of those in bondage.
Son, brood over all that you have seen within the Cradle of Life to come into full agreement, union and
harmony with Our intentions so that you can be one of the oracles that releases the sound of many
waters to shape and form reality in the Chamber of Creation.
The whole of creation is waiting and longing for the sons of God to be moved by its groaning enough to
act responsibly.
Arise, shine with the glory of your sonship, to restore hope to all the dimensions that are beginning to
awaken from the great deception.
Son, only living in a state of rest will enable all that you have seen to become reality as you trust in Our
lovingkindness despite all evidence to the contrary.
Live loved, love living and live loving in the rest of immortality.
Son, the earth shield is getting stronger as more are joining heart to heart; this gives greater security for
the process of recalibration.
The global influences can now be challenged directly in the spirit so they can be dismantled piece by
piece.
Those behind the earthly dimension will be removed one by one in secret; and with each change, their
power will be weakened.
Son, more earthly governments will begin to come into agreement with the mountain of the house of the
Lord and the wellbeing economy will advance.
Legislate for this transition: although few will be aware of it, transformation will take place and the future
you seek will come into reality.
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Son, engage the season of light in perfection to know Our heart and brood over the process of wealth
transfer.
I engaged the light of the Father's countenance and basked in the radiance and beauty of His face infused
with revelation knowledge and truth.
I saw everything as it should be and will be and I was filled with joy and peace and totally at rest in what
will be.
Contented, I went to the Cradle of Life and, in collaboration with the Father's heart, brooded in rest.
As that quantum moment fast forwarded I became overjoyed again, this time pulsating to the rhythm of
the frequency of creative thought.
The process of creating that reality continued in fast forward as the sound of many waters amplified the
thoughts into words at the waterfall and the Chamber of destiny energised the sound until the Chamber
of Creation was alive with the dance of the Quantum Lumens.
As I observed from rest, I declared the reality and decreed the future into being.
I call for the earth shield to strengthen.
I call for the global influencers to be dismantled.
I call for each person to be restored or removed.
I call for the peaceful transition of the global systems from the greed of GDP to the well-being economy
of covenant.
I call for the governments of the world to become aligned to the mountain of the house of the Lord.
I call for the exposure of the futility of the old DIY systems and their shaking to intensify.
I call for the atmosphere of the earth to be cleansed and restored and agreement with the Elementals to
be established.
I call for the Truth to be unveiled and for the children of God to become awakened to the conscious
awareness of lovingkindness.
I call for the alignment of the circle of the deep and the chancellor's houses to change the seasons of
heaven from justice to limitless grace.
I call for the release of the discoveries of heavenly technology for energy, health, replication,
transportation and extinction reversal.
I call for the next age of Aquarius, overflowing with love, joy and peace.
Son, rejoice always, at all times, in all things, as limitless grace is abounding to enable you to fulfil your
destiny within the restoration of all things.
There is such a powerful link between thanksgiving and health and wholeness.
Limitless grace is continually at work within creation to bring about restoration; that is why you can live in
rest, knowing that We are active.
Thanksgiving is not about what you have in the present but what you have in the future.
You can rejoice in all things if you truly trust in Our lovingkindness, knowing that We are at work to bring
good out of every situation and circumstance.
Thanksgiving is trust in action and has amazing creative power.
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Son, an attitude of gratitude produces a frequency that promotes health and well-being and activates
limitless grace.
When you brood creatively, ensure that you are operating in joy and gratitude; as you brood, you are
living in the end at the beginning.
Rejoicing and gratitude produce the frequency of hope that excites and activates the limitless grace light
energy to form the reality you are thankful for.
Son, brooding in fear, worry, and anxiety only perpetuates the past and does not create new realities.
The closer you are to Our heart, the easier it is to remain joyful, at rest; that is why intimacy is so
important in legislation and government.
We are safe and secure, knowing that we are in the Father’s heart, on the throne of grace.
Collaborating with Our heart is the prerequisite of all Kingdom governmental activity and must be the
priority of all restoration government groups.
We must not seek to govern with our own agenda but only do what we see the Father doing.
Seek first Our heart and you can rejoice in everything you need being added to you as you put your trust
in Our provision, protection and direction.
This is why meditation for rest is so important to living in a state of well-being.
Son, as you rest, filled with love, joy and peace, Our joy is in you so your joy can overflow; trusting in Our
goodness and lovingkindness is why the joy of the Lord is your strength.
You have seen, felt and know that creation is groaning because it is in bondage to corruption and you
experienced what creation is within Eden where it is rejoicing in its union.
That was my experience in the Father’s garden.
Now imagine and brood over the whole of creation being restored to its glorious union with Us and man
as it once was.
Does that not bring joy to your heart?
It certainly does.
Son, Our oracles are a reflection of Our desire, inspired by the joy set before us for creation’s restoration,
so let that be your attitude also.
Be inspired by the rejoicing of your heart; and be the frequency of hope creation is longing for; and
activate limitless creative grace energy.
Your reality is in fact what you are grateful for and rejoicing over, so be at rest, living loved, loving living
and living loving; and the reality of immortality will be your hope.
Limitless grace is vital to the ROAT and an attitude of gratitude has an integral part to play.
Grace is the divine enabling power that facilitates the existence and expansion of creation.
Limitless grace expresses the reality of God as unconditional love.
As sons, limitless grace is to be experienced and is at our disposal creatively.
Rest is the key to restoration and revelation
Start to focus on your breathing, slowing it down; and start thinking of the name of God, YHVH
Breathe in deeply and exhale slowly: Yod
Breathe in: Hei, and out: Vav
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Repeat: in Hei, out Yod, in Hei, and out Vav
Be still and know that I am God
I am love, I am joy, I am peace
I am that I am and I am is love
I am love and love is I am
Love is who I am and love is the motive of every desire, thought and action
I am that I am and I change not. I have always been and always will be love, as love is an eternal constant
Live loved
Love living
Live loving
Rest
Live in the rest of immortality
Invite love, joy and peace to flow in you and through you to create an atmosphere of rest around you
You are in a safe place
Start to think of an open heaven and set your desire upon limitless grace encounters.
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